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 Security for 
luxurious design

 The trusted EVVA EPS system ensures security 

at the McArthurGlen Designer Outlet Salzburg 

EVVA Technology On Site

Mech. EPS Locking System

  1,400 EPS cylinders

  1,700 keys
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EPS: patented technology & versatile use

The distinctive side coding and associated integrated manipulation 

control make the EPS key extremely secure. Thanks to the robust 

length profi le and optimised lower key cuts, the EPS key is particu-

larly easy to insert. The nickel-silver key is particularly wear-resistant 

and durable. Reliable technologies of the EPS cylinder, such as drill-

ing, scanning, picking and optional plug pulling protection safeguard 

against illegal opening techniques.

Walter Hauser, Designer Outlet Facility Manager, is fully satisfi ed with 

the mechanical locking system. "The security and administration of 

the system work perfectly", says Hauser.

Nearby Salzburg Airport, the McArthurGlen Designer Outlet Salzburg 

combines more than 200 fashion labels under one roof. EPS, the 

trusted system for affordable security will take care of the security 

side. The project was realized by the experienced EVVA partner 

PKS Sicherheitssysteme.

The shopping center with its high architectural appeal encompasses 

some 28,000 m² sales area covering two levels. Shops from various 

industry sectors and of various sizes have high demands in terms 

of a mechanical locking system. EPS (Extended Profi le System), the 

trusted EVVA product with proven technology was able to meet 

these demands. Every shop has its own connecting passage and 

storage. One single key must be able to open and close both. EPS 

also secures lifts, doors in the underground car park as well as a fi re 

brigade safe.

Versatile range of use, diverse requirements

The mechanical locking system must ensure security as well as fl exible 

manageability. Plus, the system must be able to be expanded at any 

time. EPS is optimally suited for versatile use, is ideal for well-

structured master key systems and clearly defi ned user groups. 

Besides shop employees, security personnel, cleaning and mainte-

nance staff as well as the management team of the outlet are among 

the user groups of the center. A total of more than 700 persons are 

administered.
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